
LECTURE 2 B



SUSY

MSSM (briefly)

from the MSSM to more
difficult scenarios



Split supersymmetry hep-ph/0507137    squarks and sleptons made heavy 

Splitting split supersymmetry hep-ph/0501265

Supersplit supersymmetry hep-th/0503249: raise also gaugino and higgsino
masses

Folded supersymmetry hep-ph/0609152  

Inert doublet arXiv:0712.4206

Twin SUSY hep-ph/0604066

Mirage Mediation  hep-ph/0604192  arXiv:0804.0592

Gaugino mediation  hep-ph/9911323   hep-ph/0001172

Bosonic supersymmetry? Getting fooled at the LHC hep-ph/0205314 

Updates: a few examples



                                    SUSY
  great merits from the theoretical side
   in MSSM, relatively abundantly produced via squarks and gluinos
   mostly mSUGRA has been studied

    mh > 114 GeV →  “tension”, O(1%) fine tuning
       ways to escape:
          ? we missed a non SM-like light Higgs: e.g. h (97) → aa → 4 τ

          ? NMSSM      would also solve the µ problem

          ? ignore the tension:  e.g. Split SUSY
     R-parity?   to ensure proton stability
     offers LSP dark matter, missing ET       but is it wishful thinking?

      missing ET + .... as a privileged handle for mSUGRA
        can we do without it?  try also “positive” identification



 MSSM Non MSSM
SUSY BREAKINGminimal content

two higgs doublets
R parity

hierarchy

no or small  hierarchy? SUSY breaking encoded
 in soft terms, light h0

       MSSM-124

more parametersless parameters
constraints,
 CMSSM

GMSBAMSB

 give up some
  universality

benchmarks

        R breaking

     Next-to-MSSM
         (NMSSM)
   adds Higgs singlet

degeneracies, .. single photon,
     kinks, …

invisible  LSP

 breaking scale
in hidden sector

messenger scale

electroweak scale

SUGRA                   usual five parameters
                                   m0 m1/2 A tgβ signµ

   Phases?

many new ones!

5D: gaugino-mediated
     SUSY breaking

SUSY codes:0805.2088



doubling the number 
of elementary particles

  fermion ↔  boson
but same couplings 

as SM

in unbroken SUSY, 
one parameter less 

than the SM!
 Higgs potential quartic term 
fixed by the gauge couplings

the problem of hierarchy
is solved provided the 

masses of super-partners
are not too high



This happened already with antimatter Murayama

.. to keep the charge within re

Dirac, plus Weisskopf

(



The problems come when one breaks SUSY

“Soft” breaking, not to re-introduce 
quadratic divergences

Several scenarios, a jungle of parameters



don’t we overlook 
some problems? hep-ph/0612100

radiative ew breaking
tells “why” EWSB happens



hep-ph/9912279

gravitino
quite different treatments
  of the flavour problem



 
MSUGRA

focus on m0–m1/2 plane 

ET
miss as a main handle

 can one do another way?

 for later: can one distinguish 
 mSUGRA from UED, etc?



benchmark pointsafter WMAP

at LHC pair production of squarks 
 and gluinos, which cascade down



 many different spectra are possible
 only one firm prediction in MSSM: a very
 light Higgs boson h0,  likely to be SM-like





LM1

dileptons



10fb–1



Can one do first without Et
miss ?

Can one distinguish SUSY from UED?
                      see later

theorist’s analyses



0801.3799  early SUSY discovery at LHC without ET
miss: role of multi-leptons 

nleptons

nb-jets

augmented mass.. to be checked

σ (≥3l)

m(gluino)

backnd level



Two leading jets only? 
 L.Randall, D.Tucker-Smith, 0806.1049
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FOCUS POINT
 

a difficult MSSM scenario
large m0: very heavy squarks

left with gauginos only 



Focus pointWhat it means

E



    competition with 
         astroparticles
    mixed bino-higgsino LSP

hep-ph/0507282
0712.3151

lepton
pairs with
opposite
charge

10fb–1 0704.2515

χχ → γγ 
χχ → γZ 
χχ → γh 
 



Non SUGRA breaking

GMSB*
AMSB

Gaugino-mediated (5D)



cτ

ATLAS 0507083

z

σθ(mrad) Δcτ/cτ

hep-ex/0210001 min. allowed
  value of Λ

polar angular resolution
sensitivity on the measure 

of the χ0
1 lifetime100 GeV: 6mrad

100ps



Next-to-MSSM



                            NMSSM
   Add one singlet superfield. It solves the µ-problem.
    No mass term in Superpotential. PQ symmetry, to be broken.

    Richer phenomenology in Higgs and neutralino sectors
    Less fine tuning than in MSSM, but still some.

   But more parameters, unfeasible to perform multi-dimensional
   scans. How to proceed?

   Define benchmarks  (0801.4321)
   Satisfy cosmological constraints and e.w. baryogenesis (0705.0431)
   Choose a model  (0712.2903) : PQ MSSM

               Focus on Higgs sector and/or gaugino sectors



  define 4 benchmarks     focus on lighter HiggsarXiv: 0801.4321



forward region, 
CMS 2007/039

 ... but also
pp → p h p

4 τ
   5 1033,  3 y,  3-4 evts,
~ 0.2 backgd     0712.3510







R parity breaking

a new jungle
of parameters

stable LSP is lost

L.Roszkowski

B.Clerbaux



R parity breaking    Dreiner hep-ph/9707435 

  Potential effect on DY
            hep-ph/0207248
Dilepton mass > 500 GeV
Squark mass: 300 to 900 GeV

    

λ’221

Di- and multi-leptons, 
displaced vertices
arXiv:0712.2156



arXiv:0710.2034

     
signal 
rates

dominant 
     BR

Scenario BC1: stau not directly coupled (e.g. λ121 )

If stau decays, it can be the LSP
SUGRA + one Rp coupling Λ at GUT scale
dynamically generates all of them at ew scale
if Λ small, sparticles still mostly pair-produced
and cascade down to stau
If stau directly couples to the Rp operator,
2-body decay to SM particles
If not, 4-body decay
Four proposed benchmarks (035002)

RP violating minimal SUGRA

+2-4 jets
4.8 pb

detached vertices, multi-leptons
  multi-taus, like-sign dileptons



Peculiar models

Peculiar signatures

Back to experimental considerations!



SPLIT SUSY 0507137, Kilian et al

to evade many of the phenomenological constraints of generic SUSY 
squarks and sleptons rendered heavy
charginos and neutralinos still light: gauge unification, DM candidate OK
fine-tuning to pull the Higgs v.e.v. to ew scale: unnatural. Explain?
since all squarks heavy, gluino long-lived

0510197EDM

from charged R-hadrons



Other ideas



Folded SUSY
hep-ph/0609152

idea

Harnik

opposite spin partners
but gauge quantum numbers
may be different from those
of conventional superpartners

leads to the idea of quirks: exotic vector-like 
fermions with a hidden-confining group.
M >> Λ. Analogous to QCD with no light quarks



Hidden valleys

neutral
under

SM group

energetic
barrier

LSsP

v-quark

LSvP

A motivation to look
for highly displaced

vertices
or a large number of
ordinary displaced 

vertices (b, τ)

v-hadrons

0604261



STABLE LONG LIVED PARTICLES

stable or quasi-stable
electrically charged and/or interacting strongly

SLL with strong charge hadronize and form R-hadrons

hep-ex/0404001   hep-ex/0511014    CMS 2007-075   
CMS CR 2007/021    hep-ph/0611040

                                         many motivations

 GMSB    Split SUSY   SUSY breaking with boundary condition on ED
 stable KK excitations      fourth generation fermions,  etc

benchmarks:     stable gluinos         stable staus



if strong charge →R-hadron

  time-
of-flight
 ~ 1 ns

resolution
in µ det.

nuclear interaction model 
assuming the heavy parton 
acts as a spectator
possible charge exchanges

 low β

  

CMS:
stable
gluino

30 pb–1

   ATLAS: 
   gluino up to 1 TeV with 100 pb–1

 or ionisation 
 in Si tracker
or ATLAS TRT



?
SHAFT

CMS



Back up



Unparticles
why here? conjecture

mass spectrum continuous or all masses equal to zero
scale invariance manifestly broken at tree level in SM

dilatation generator D

an operator with general non-integral scale dimension dU in a 
scale invariant sector looks like dU invisible massless particles

?



0706.3152

 Drell-Yan 
at Tevatron

Limits from LEP

monojets at LHC

others:
Higgs,
WW?



MSSM

C-MSSM

mSUGRA 5 parameters

  the µ
problem

m1/2

m0

the Superpotential contains a 
dimensionful parameter µ: 
           W= µHuHd
to achieve natural EWSB it must 
be of the order of the weak scale 

B.Clerbaux



G.Giudice 0710.3294

scalar

gaugino

Phase diagram of MSSM

broken 
  EWS

unbroken 
  EWS

only 
region

 left



SUSY plots 
CMS 2007/053ET

miss
from data

LM1
CMS 2007/053

 

Jets + ET
miss 

100 pb-1

m ~ 1 TeV

m ~ 700 GeV

ATLAS



gravitino
lepton

photon

χ0
1

117 GeV

slepton

l

l, time give
β i.e. p, m of χ0

1
hence G, hence
m of slepton.
same on the
other side



Belyaevhep-ph/0410385Gaugino mediated SUSY breaking
  Based on two-brane scenario. 
  SM fields live on one brane, 
hidden sector on the other one.
  Gravity and gauge superfields 
propagate in the bulk and directly 
couple fields on both branes. 
  So gauginos acquire a mass.
  SSB scalar mass parameters are 
suppressed and may be neglected. 

hep-ph/0110270



Many possible spectra
Only one firm prediction in MSSM: a very
light Higgs boson h0,  likely to be SM-like



parameters: λ, mS, v, tgβ, Aλ and mG 

GG→4τ or 4b
χ1χ1→ invisible  or 4b + ET

miss

A lot to work out:
e.w. constraints,
LEP analyses,

exact LHC 
phenomenology

no extra matter

3 extra 5+5 at 1 TeV–
the two lightest CP even scalars

light pseudoscalar G

Barbieri et al, 0712.2903

=λvS



arXiv: 0801.4321

 define 4 benchmarks

 focus on lighter Higgs


